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ABSTRACT 
 
High echelon service level agreement (SLA) performance is vital in achieving optimum reliability 
and quality service provisioning expected of mission critical environment like cloud. Studies 
have revealed that improved network utilization and SLA performance can be accomplished with 
Quality of Service (QoS) routing, in which paths are selected based upon the knowledge of 
network state information, resource availability at network nodes and QoS requirements. 
However, this benefit is associated with computational cost (increased complexity and frequent 
computations) and routing protocol overhead. Hitherto, major works on state information and 
path selection process were based on global QoS routing which deteriorate routing performance 
due to its inaccuracy and staleness. This paper proposes a local information based QoS routing 
which depict potential results in achieving high routing performance with reduced processing 
cost and routing overheads. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Quality of service (QoS) routing protocol involves path selection for packet flow, based on its 
service level agreement (SLA) and quality of service (QoS) requirements. It is a constraint routing 
protocol that select optimum path from source to destination based on some set of constraints 
demanded by quality-of-service requirement. The constraints may include delay, bandwidth, loss 
rate etc. QoS routing have been presented as a component of the quality-of-service paradigm to 
address the required service level for mission critical environment (Guerin and Orda, 1997; 
Younis et al, 2009). Several QoS routing differ in the way they gather their information about the 
network state and how these information impacts on paths selection process.  
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Its gains, when compared to traditional link state protocols or QoS-oblivious routing protocols, 
will herald improved customer satisfaction, loyalty and revenue generation for cloud 
environment. Also, there will improvements on the services received by end users, low latency 
and overall network resource utilization. However, all these can be marred by huge 
computational complexity and routing protocol overheads imposed by regular distribution of 
global state information updates across the network (Liu et al, 2010). In addition, mustiness 
and inconsistency of the global state information caused by long delays in regular updates 
distribution can impact network performance and utilization. 
 
1.1 Challenges 
The ultimate goal of QoS routing is to aggregate sufficient network resources to satisfy each 
traffic flow for SLA requirement in an accurate, efficient and cost-effective manner. However, as 
the network grows, complex computational cost and routing overheads are inevitable (Chen and 
Nahrstedt, 1998a). Consequently, there is concern on the expected high cost of running QoS 
routing on the cloud, in terms of computational complexity and routing protocol overhead. The 
huge computational cost will accrue from frequent but sophisticated path selection 
computations, while protocol overhead is caused by regular updates distribution of the nodes 
resources, which are crucial for path selection, in order to meet QoS and SLA requirements. 
 
It is evident that in today’s cloud environment, with the level of technology in terms of hardware, 
software, and virtualization, the cost associated with computational complexity can be 
drastically reduced systematically. The intrinsic routing protocol overhead cost, demanded by 
high bandwidth usage; large memory requirement; complex updates distribution processing, 
among others, cannot be controlled or minimized dramatically solely by technology. It thus 
presents a major setback for full implementation of QoS protocol in a cloud environment.  
 
1.2 Tradeoff Between Overhead Cost and QOs Routing Performance 
The routing protocol overhead is largely composed of cost related to path selection algorithm’s 
ability to select optimal path that best satisfy SLA requirement and the efficacy and/or accuracy 
of the information gathered to support the decision process of the path selection algorithm. 
Based on this, the protocol overhead cost will be greatly impacted by the methodology employed 
to trigger the necessary network updates (Shaikh et al, 2001). The following approaches can be 
employed to determine when updates are triggered: Regular or periodic updates that is time 
triggered within specified time intervals; threshold-based, which triggers an update when the 
relative difference between the previously advertised link state and the current exceeds a 
certain set threshold; rule-based, which simply rely on instruction that whenever a router 
changes metric for a route, it is required to send an update message almost immediately, even 
if it is not yet time for periodic or regular update message. Similarly, when a router receives an 
advertisement that causes a change to its local table, such update must be announced 
immediately.  
 
So, updates are sent as soon as there are changes in the network. Each mechanism used 
introduces different volumes of updates that flood the network and also different level of 
accuracy of information to be used by the path selection algorithm for its decision.  Majorly, we 
must understand the tradeoff between routing overhead cost and the overall QoS routing 
performance. The features of the network topology and traffic will play vital role in the 
performance of QoS routing protocol as compared to QoS-oblivious routing. For example, QoS-
sensitive routing will improve on network utilization, than a non QoS-sensitive, by identifying and 
selecting any existing alternate paths with lower load (“better paths”), to which traffic will be 
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diverted, in situation where disparity exist between traffic and network capacity (Xu and Hong 
(2013).  The cloud, as a scale-free environment, will present such situation where changing 
traffic patterns, due to high quality service provisioning and service level agreement 
requirements, and nodes failure may lead to misalliance between traffic and network capacity.     
 
1.3 Scalability issues 
Routing involves regular collection of link state information and using this information to take 
appropriate routing decision. However, the manner used to collect this information impact its 
accuracy or otherwise. When the information is delayed, stale, inaccurate etc, routing is grossly 
degraded. Network performance and resource utilization are also impacted. This scenario 
cannot be tolerated in scale-free, cloud environment that demand high echelon quality of 
service, in strict compliance with service level agreement requirements (Zou and Tang, 2014).  
 
When the rate of change, with respect to time, of link state information overwhelms the regular 
link state updates, inaccurate or musty link state information are used by the nodes in paths 
selection, thus degrading routing performance. The manner used to gather the link state 
information have been linked to its accuracy, up-to-date, and capability to support good routing 
decision that will select “best” path for traffic flow (Shaikh et al, 2001). The challenge is that as 
the cloud grows in size and service delivery, scalability issues on how this information are 
gathered and managed becomes important because of its direct impact on performance. 
Localizing the information gathering approach will make the QoS routing to be more efficient, 
scalable and outwit inherent problems associated with global state information. It will lessen 
routing overheads, computational cost and present greater performance. 
 
1.4 Link State Information Approach 
In QoS routing, resource availability information held by the network nodes and information 
about the QoS requirements are essential details required for path selection. Generally, the best 
path that possesses enough resources to satisfy the QoS requirement is selected. To accomplish 
this, each node will use information gathered about the global link state, through regular 
network state updates, to support its routing decisions (Shaikh et al, 1997). However, due to 
rapid flow dynamism of cloud environment, global information based QoS routing will suffer from 
inaccurate and musty network state information, couple with excessive computational and 
routing overheads. Subsequently, performance of the QoS routing protocol will be degraded by 
its reliance on global information (Wang et al, 2011).  
 
The ability to understand the routing overhead cost of the global state information based QoS 
routing protocol and how it can be efficiently reduced, using information gathered locally to 
optimize QoS routing algorithm that select paths on the strength of the knowledge of resource 
availability at network nodes and QoS requirement of traffic, without jeopardizing the expected 
performance gains of QoS routing will be worthwhile research.  
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2. QOS ROUTING ABSTRACTION FOR CLOUD 
 
The need to provide guarantees for packet delivery on time or constraint-specific satisfaction 
makes traditional “best-effort routing” delivery service inadequate for mission critical 
environment like cloud (Younis & Fahmy, 2009). QoS routing, whose elements are designed to 
possess some capability to provide consistent packet delivery and quality assurance, is thus 
required to provide some level of guaranteed service delivery in the cloud.   
 
QoS routing protocol initializes, stores, maintains and updates routing tables within each of its 
routers for the process of paths selection (Baumann et al, 2007). The information contained in 
the routing table, how it is maintained and the manner in which they are updated is determined 
by the type of routing algorithm used, routing schemes employed for service delivery, and the 
routing strategy in place (Chi et al, 2007). 
 
Three routing strategies- source, distributed and hierarchical- have been reported in literature 
(Chen & Nahrstedt, 1998b; Chen & Nahrstedt, 2002; Iwata, & Fujita, 2002; Chi et al, 2007). 
The source routing is the simplest, easy to implement, loop-free but introduces high 
computational cost and routing overheads because it in, every node along the path to 
destination possess global state information of the network to support its paths selection 
decision. 
 
Unlike the source routing, the distributed routing performs distributed computation of the 
optimum path in all the nodes. So, no single node is saddled with the responsibility. This makes 
distributed routing more scalable than source routing, reduces its set-up time but it experiences 
large overheads, deadlock and loop problems (Shariff & Woodward, 2006).    
 
The hierarchical routing strategy, according to Iwata, A. & N. Fujita (2002), reduces and 
simplifies size of global state information in logarithmic manner. Each node in the same group 
to have more detailed information about other nodes within its group and less details 
(aggregated information) about nodes outside its group. Thus, hierarchical routing offers greater 
reduction in computational overheads, higher scalability than distributed, and suitable for large 
network like cloud.   
 
2.1 Cloud Modelling 
Presently, the cloud will be conceived to run a process of packet traffic emanating from a source 
address and terminating at a unique destination address through intermediate nodes. This 
restricts the cloud to unicast scheme of routing. In addition, it could be running a “best effort” 
delivery service based on either distance vector (e.g. RIP, IGRP) or link state (e.g. OSPF, IS-IS). 
Above all, it must be running these protocol algorithms and schemes with a single or set of 
constraints imposed on it under service level agreement. The cloud can thus be further 
compelled to operate to satisfy differential services or integrate services. The cloud, as a scale-
free network with its SLA constraints, is represented mathematically in (Aldosari et al, (2011). 
 
2.2 Network State Information 
Having modelled the cloud for a unicast, best-effort but constraints-controlled service delivery 
network, it is pertinent to discuss how an accurate network state information will be collected, 
collated and updated for the purpose of paths selection under some imposed service level 
agreement.  Without accurate state information, the cloud resources will be grossly underutilized 
in its quest for efficient QoS routing.  
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A good example of link state routing protocol employed in cloud to cater for quality-of-service 
requirement is the QoS extension to Open Shortest Path First, which is a global QoS routing 
protocol. It operates and performs similar function, but unlike the traditional OSPF, it supports 
the quality-of-service requirements. However, despite its improvements over traditional OSPF, it 
experiences all identified problems of the global state information, such as musty and 
inaccurate information (Apostolopoulos et al, 1999). As discussed in the preceding sections, 
several factors, which include network topology, delay, loss rate, link state updates policy 
employed, may inhibit the realization of accurate, up-to-date global state information available 
to each node.  
 
It will be practically impossible for the cloud to accomplish its quality-of-service requirement 
using out-of-date global state information at the disposal of its nodes (Nelakuditi et al, 1999). 
This observed drawback demands that the nodes within the cloud must be availed with an 
alternative, better, accurate and up-to-date state information (Jiajing et al, 2013). Localized QoS 
routing is presented as a better choice to global state information. 
 
3. RELATED WORKS 
 
Flooding technique for network resource and topology information dissemination (Shin et al, 
2000) and lazy flooding which depends on source node local information only (Chi et al, 2007) 
were some of the attempts tried at tackling the inaccuracy of global information on itsfu paths 
selection process. Significant progress was made but, as expected with flooding-based 
techniques, both suffer from over-reservation and N-squared problems respectively. Also of 
interest is the work of Nelakuditi et al, (2002) on localized QoS routing approach. Their 
simulation results present better routing using only local information available at the nodes.   
 
The simulation result in Liu et al, (2010) revealed that local information based QoS routing can 
withstand high musty and inaccurate information and can achieve optimum paths selection with 
minimal overheads. Furthermore, the works of Aldosari et al (2011) and Xu et al, (2013) have 
improved on the efficiency of local based information over global information based QoS routing 
in terms of routing overheads, scalability and paths finding success ratio. A self-optimizing local 
information-based routing was proposed by Shusuke et al (2013) as a further improvement that 
can address the short comings of global information-based routing 

  
4. LOCAL INFORMATION BASED QOS ROUTING 
 
Local information based QoS routing or localized QoS routing, where paths selection decision is 
taken by the nodes based on information collected locally only, has been presented in literature 
(Liu et al, 2010; Aldosari et al, 2011; Shusuke et al, 2013). Its fundamental concept is to have 
the source node equipped with the capability to deduce the entire network topology and its 
available resources based on statistical information and feedbacks collected locally by the 
source node. The source node then uses this localized network topology to take appropriate 
routing decision.  So, the approach requires each source node to construct its own view about 
the entire network based on statistical information collected locally by monitoring and analyzing 
local feedbacks, which is relied upon solely for its routing decision (Gang et al, 2014). Therefore, 
each node will maintain a predetermined set of candidate paths to each destination in the 
network. Thus, any pair of nodes must use available information in their possession to determine 
a set of candidate paths from which a ‘best’ path will be selected to route incoming traffic flow 
in strict compliance to SLA requirement (Yuan et al, 2001).  
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It is germane to mention that selection of candidate paths is crucial to good performance of the 
localized routing algorithm. Usually, it is selected first before commencement of the routing 
process. Several techniques for selecting candidate paths for localized QoS routing have been 
mentioned, such as credit-based routing (CBR) technique, dynamic alternative routing (DAR) 
technique, ticket-based probing technique and proportional sticky routing (PSR) technique (Liu 
et al, 2010; Aldosari et al, 2011; Shusuke et al, 2013; Zou et al, 2014; Gang et al, 2014).  
These techniques collect their respective local information differently and process of 
determining candidate path also differs. For example, proportional sticky routing employ 
blocking probability of candidate path approach, which makes its susceptible to some 
inaccuracy in its routing as compared to others.   
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
QoS routing, based on local information will deliver significant benefits when compared to 
primitive global QoS routing in terms of reduced routing overheads, scalability, minimal 
computational cost, up-to-date state information. It achieves higher efficiency and cost-effective 
routing in a quality os service constrained environment by excluding exchange of the global state 
information. According to Liu et al (2010), local information based QoS routing presents good 
routing performance and eliminate scalability issue in scale-free network. Hence, it is suitable 
for deployment in a cloud environment. 
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